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The Hexoscope artwork: desktop wallpapers (PNG) and prints for T-shirts and cups (EPS). 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Studio Binokle
Release Date: 10 Aug, 2016
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Although anyone who owns this DLC most likely got it with the Hexoscopeu2019s Collectoru2019s Edition version, some
potential buyers may wonder what is in it and is it worth it? The answer depends on whether you want to support small indie
developers or not. The actual content of this DLC is a few image files, including wallpapers and a T-shirt logo in vector format.
Essentially nothing substantial, but if you think about this DLC as a form of donation, and the images as an appreciation gift,
then suddenly its existence may serve a very valid point. And if you want something worthwhile for your money, then you can
always buy the soundtrack DLC. It is awesome.. Although anyone who owns this DLC most likely got it with the
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want something worthwhile for your money, then you can always buy the soundtrack DLC. It is awesome.. Although anyone
who owns this DLC most likely got it with the Hexoscopeu2019s Collectoru2019s Edition version, some potential buyers may
wonder what is in it and is it worth it? The answer depends on whether you want to support small indie developers or not. The
actual content of this DLC is a few image files, including wallpapers and a T-shirt logo in vector format. Essentially nothing
substantial, but if you think about this DLC as a form of donation, and the images as an appreciation gift, then suddenly its
existence may serve a very valid point. And if you want something worthwhile for your money, then you can always buy the
soundtrack DLC. It is awesome.
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